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1. BACKGROUND AND APPLICATION 
 

By letter dated August 13, 2009, the Northwest Territories Power Corporation 

(“NTPC”, “Corporation”) submitted an application to the Northwest 

Territories Public Utilities Board (“the Board”) for approval of a project 

permit, pursuant to Section 54 of the Public Utilities Act (“the Act”), for a 

major capital project permit respecting the Bluefish Lake Dam Replacement 

Project. NTPC stated that the total cost of the proposed project is estimated 

at $18.5 million and addresses design and construction of a new dam at an 

alternative location. 

 

The Board issued Decision 20-2009, dated October 21, 2009, approving 

NTPC’s application for a project permit for replacement of the Bluefish Lake 

Dam in an amount of up to $18.5 million. The Board issued the following 

directives to NTPC: 

 
1. NTPC is directed to prepare a refined project cost forecast at the plus 

or minus 10% accuracy level after completing any necessary 
geotechnical tests and preparation of unit cost forecasts following 
detailed engineering and tendering. 

 
2. NTPC is directed to file the revised and refined forecast together with 

an updated economic analysis and rate impacts with the Board as 
soon as the forecast is completed. 

 

By letter dated June 30, 2011, NTPC submitted a Refined Project Cost 

Forecast and Economic Analysis with respect to the Bluefish Lake Dam 

Replacement Project. NTPC states that the total refined cost of the project is 

estimated at $37.4 million at the requested plus or minus 10% accuracy level 

and addresses all aspects of the design and construction of the required new 

dam. The project will allow for the continued safe and reliable operation of 
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the Bluefish power plant to the benefit of the Corporation’s ratepayers. 

 

NTPC states that it has now completed detailed engineering and tendering 

process and completed the majority of necessary environmental processes. 

 

NTPC states that the budget of $37.4 million includes a contingency 

allowance of $3.9 million for unforeseen work. This contingency amount 

consists of $2.3 million in the overall project budget and $1.6 million included 

in the construction contract. NTPC states, at the time of this application 

unexpected geotechnical problems have been encountered where the rock is 

much more fractured and fissured than expected and its behaviour on 

blasting is preventing the clean explosive ‘cut lines’ expected. The estimated 

cost of the additional work associated with these problems is $1.5 to $2 

million – these additional costs will be paid from the contingency allowance of 

$3.9 million. 

 

NTPC states, notwithstanding the higher capital cost estimates, proceeding 

with the project is in the public interest and is a necessary action to protect 

the ongoing ability of the Bluefish hydro plant to supply the Snare-Yellowknife 

system into the future. Maintaining Bluefish generation permits ratepayers to 

continue to see the benefits of this plant in terms of avoided diesel 

generation, as well as the attendant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

NTPC states, the work completed to date has allowed the Corporation to 

design the project in a manner that allows for continued hydro-electric 

generation throughout the construction period. This, in NTPC's view, is a 

substantial benefit to customers, as continued hydro-electric generation will 

result in fuel savings estimated at an average of $9 million each year 
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throughout the construction period, as well as significant environmental 

benefits. 

 

The revised project budget includes the following costs: 

 
 

The Board, in a letter dated July 8, 2011, stated that in view of the revised 

project budget, which is above the level previously reviewed, and its potential 

impact on NTPC’s costs, the Board has decided to deal with NTPC’s 

submission by means of a written process. 

 

On July 18, 2011, the Board issued information requests to NTPC. 

 

In a letter dated July 18, 2011, the City stated that it has reviewed NTPC’s 

filing and noted that the project cost forecast has increased quite significantly 

to $37.4 million. The City stated, it has also reviewed the economic analysis 

and it seems clear that even at the increased cost, the project appears to 

provide economic advantages as compared to replacing the capacity 

available to Bluefish with diesel engines. The City stated, given that the 

construction cost will be examined at the time project is added to rate base, it 

declines the opportunity to ask information requests at this time but reserves 

the right to file argument and reply argument. 

 

By letter dated July 25, 2011, NTPC requested a ten-day extension for the 
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response to information requests due to the unavailability of key staff being 

on vacation. The Board revised the schedule in consideration of the request. 

 

On August 12, 2011, NTPC provided the responses to the Board’s 

information requests. 

 

By letter dated August 19, 2011, NTPC stated that the Submission and the 

responses to the information requests effectively cover NTPC’s position. 

NTPC also stated that it does not have further substantive written comments 

on the project; however it reserves the right to file a reply argument in the 

present proceeding should it be required. 

 

In a letter dated August 19, 2011, the City confirmed that it will not be filing 

argument but expects to actively participate in a future review of the 

prudence of the costs incurred in relation to the Bluefish Lake Dam 

Replacement when the costs of this project are to be included in rate base. 
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2. EXAMINATION OF THE APPLICATION 
 

2.1 Reasons for Cost Increase and the Alliance Contracting Model 
for Project Development 
 

In its August 2009 Application for approval of a project permit, the cost of the 

Bluefish dam replacement project was estimated at $18.5 million. In the 

refined project cost forecast and economic analysis dated June 30, 2011 the 

capital budget for the project is estimated at $37.4 million. The primary 

reasons for the variance between the August 2009 cost estimate and revised 

estimate are the following: 

 

Increased sizing of water management structures: NTPC indicates 

an updated assessment has increased the consequence classification 

due to the material potential cost effects on ratepayers if a failure 

occurred and the Bluefish output was lost for a lengthy period. As a 

result the maximum flood flows that must be accommodated by the 

structure have approximately doubled (from approximately 200 cubic 

metres per second (“cms”), to approximately 400 cms). The 

approximate cost impact of the change is $2 million - $3 million. NTPC 

states, this change also eliminated the potential to enhance Bluefish 

output by1.2 GW.h, as reviewed by the Board as part of the Decision 

20-2009 process, due to better head pond control. 

 

Added measures to address geotechnical conditions: NTPC 

indicates as part of final design, it undertook a detailed review of the 

drilling results, including the involvement of outside expertise from the 

University of Alberta. The conclusion of that review was that added 
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measures were required to limit seepage under the structure. NTPC 

states, this design element increased rock excavation and concrete 

footings by 400-500%, and added material grouting requirements that 

had previously been assumed to be far more limited. The cost 

implications of the categories affected by this change total $4 million - 

$5 million. 

 

NTPC Internal Costs: NTPC indicates there are material increases in 

the Corporation's internal costs since the Board submission that are 

driven by project scale (internal salaries, insurance, size of camp), 

regulatory requirements (legal, fish studies, licensing support) and the 

need to address ongoing outstanding project organization and 

supervision through start of construction. 

 
Engineering Costs: NTPC indicates engineering costs increased to 

reflect expanded project scale. These costs comprise site project 

management, supervision costs, including contract administration, 

QA/QC and lab analysis (also preparation of as-built drawings). 

 

Project Scheduling/Ice Road: NTPC indicates the poor ice road 

conditions for 2010 did not permit a construction start date as 

originally intended of March 2010. This factor alone is responsible for 

upwards of $2 million in added project costs (substantial effort to 

complete the late ice road in 2010, the addition of a fourth seasonal 

ice road requirement, during the winter of 2012/13, and associated 

effects on the ice road cost estimates for the intervening years, plus 

added AFUDC carrying charges due to a longer project schedule). 
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NTPC states, the project cost estimates reviewed by the PUB pursuant to the 

August 2009 project permit application were based on the estimated direct 

construction costs of $8.2 million. This estimate was prepared prior to 

finalizing the design of the proposed new dam. NTPC states, the bidders’ 

proposals were prepared after the project’s final design was completed, 

which expanded the original project scope, and the lowest bidder’s proposal 

came in at $18.5 million. 

 

NTPC states, given the materially higher costs of the proposals than the 

original project budget, the Corporation decided to enter into a new process 

to engage a construction contractor under a collaborative approach to project 

development (Alliance model). 

 

NTPC states, the Alliance model is an approach to contracting for 

construction services that is premised on a sharing of responsibilities and 

risks on a “best for project” basis. The model requires both parties (the 

Owner and the Contractor) to work together cooperatively and in good faith 

to address issues that arise. Under the Alliance model, the risks of the 

Project’s construction will be shared between NTPC and the Contractor in 

accordance with the terms of the final construction contract agreement. The 

primary targets of the parties are to complete the work at or below an agreed 

upon Target Maximum Price, and to complete the work in accordance with 

an agreed upon Schedule. 

 

NTPC states, the contractor will be entitled to the following types of 

compensation: 

 

• The contractor’s direct costs, which include costs for labour, material, 

equipment, procurement, project management, transportation, 
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insurance, construction consumables, testing, start up and 

commissioning required to provide a fully functional Project; 

• a predefined contractor’s overhead fee (percentage of direct costs); 

• a predefined contractor’s general profit fee (percentage of direct costs 

and overheads, but only applied to costs below a base target price); 

and 

• a potential bonus as a percentage of the amount by which the 

construction aspects of the project are brought in below a target 

maximum price, and a potential overrun payment (penalty) in the 

event the construction is ultimately above this price. All categories of 

costs are included (in total) in determining the entitlement to any 

bonus or requirement to pay an overrun.[BR NTPC 1-4c&d] 

 

Board Findings: 
 

The Board notes NTPC's reasons for the Bluefish dam replacement project 

cost increase compared with the project cost that was estimated at the time 

of the August 2009 project permit Application. The Board also notes the 

competitive process used by NTPC for selection of the contractor and the 

reasons for adoption of the Alliance model of contracting and project 

development. 

 

Based on the evidence presented, the Board accepts the refined cost 

forecast for the Bluefish dam replacement project in the amount of $37.4 

million, as detailed in Attachment A, as the capital budget for purposes of the 

project permit application. Given the materiality of the project costs, the 

Board directs NTPC to provide a post completion report providing justification 

for the various elements of actual project costs with well supported reasons 

for material budget variances, at the time the project is proposed for inclusion 
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in rate base. 

 

2.2 Rate Impact resulting from the Refined Project Cost Forecast  
 

The capital addition of $37.4 million in relation to the dam replacement 

project is expected to come in-service in 2012/13. In response to BR NTPC 

1-7, NTPC indicates the addition of the Bluefish dam replacement project to 

rate base in 2012/13 would result in a rate increase of about 15.7% for the 

Snare /Yellowknife system. The Board expects NTPC to examine the overall 

rate increase to the Snare /Yellowknife system at the time the project is 

proposed for inclusion in rate base and propose appropriate rate shock 

mitigation measures, to the extent necessary. 
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